The effect of dissipation on the instability of overlimiting electron beam caused by excitation of the beam wave with negative energy and transition of this instability to that of dissipative type as the level of dissipation increases is investigated. Growth rates are obtained. The interplay of two effects both leading to excitation of the beam wave with negative energy leads to more critical (as compared with the case of dissipative instability of sublimiting electron beam) dependence of the growth rate on dissipation. An equation describing the influence of dissipation on space-time development of the fields is derived and solved. Analysis of the solution is presented
Two basic trends of high power microwave electronics overlimiting beam instability to that of dissipative type are following: increasing power and frequency of output is elaborated. radiation [1, 2] . First trend leads to increasing of beam Consider fully magnetized plasma filled waveguide current. In plasma-filled devices it can several times penetrated by overlimiting relativistic electron beam. In exceed limiting current in vacuum devices. But the such a system physical character of beam-plasma physical character of beam-plasma interaction changes.
interaction essentially depends on transversal geometry. Instability of overlimiting electron beam is due not to
In the case of inhomogeneous beam and/or plasma the induced radiation of system proper waves, but either to instability is due to excitation of beam wave with excitation of the beam wave with negative energy, or to negative energy. aperiodic modulation of the beam space charge in Generally say, rigorously treatment of the problem may medium with negative dielectric constant [3] [4] [5] . The first not be developed based on the perturbation theory with type of overlimiting electron beam instability realizes in small parameter. But in the case of spatially separated beam-plasma systems that are no uniform in cross beam and plasma when the integral describing fields section. Moreover many new physical phenomena overlap is small, the effect may be considered exhibit themselves if system consists of spatially analytically. In this case pb(r±)pp(r±) = 0 (functions separated beam and plasma [6] . Change of the physical Ppb(r±_) represent the profiles of the plasma and beam character of beam plasma interaction results in change densities in the waveguige cross-section; for of energy transfer from beam electrons to excited homogeneous beam and plasma PP,b(r_L)=l for thin oscillations.
annular beam Pb =6(r-rb), where 6 is the Dirac function At changing over to higher frequencies, for effective and rb is the beam radius). In zero approximation the interaction of beam electrons with slowing down space system may be described by solving of following two harmonics the beam should be driven into resonators' independent problems walls [2] . The skin depth decreases, and the Q-quality of resonators falls dawn. Energy loss in the walls of resonators increases. Influence of dissipation on
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(1) interaction of overlimiting electron beam with plasma may leads to an array of new phenomena that are with the conditions Eza= 0 on the metallic surfaces. Here significant for microwave generation because of c --p, b for plasma and beam respectively, dissipation also leads to excitation of the beam wave 
waveguide in the case of full filling. In the simplest one E(z,'t)= -U dimensional limit the spectra of beam oscillations are
given by well known simplest expression 28
where Ob =,bY An general case
This expression explicitly shows convective character of and the spectra take complicate form.
Obvious instability in separated beam-plasma system. Unstable expression for the spectra can be obtained if one perturbation ranges as vp !5 v < Vb. Growth rate in the neglects the biased current as compared with the high peak is equal to (7). )L(Vbt--zXz--vpt)=(Wt--Z) (13) If one search the solutions of (3) for the form to=ku+6
Exact solution of the equation (11) leads to following dispersion relation takes the form expression for point of peak
where Substitution of (14) into X (see (12)) leads to following k vo-is the effective collision frequency in plasma. The In the limit v >>81 the wave train significantly shortens growth rate attains its maximum if (in absence of and the growth rate in the peak is equal 3, (9) i.e. the dissipation) A= --a-/ and is equal dissipative instability of overlimiting electron beam 
dependence on dissipation If dissipation in the system is high enough (vo >> 8,) the instability become of dissipative type with following
